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Within a few mins, Tang Zong and also Samuel showed up in the billiards room. 

Older sibling Long checked out Samuel oddly. Where did this animal originated from? If he 

was Tang Zong’s aide, it was impossible for him to walk in front of Flavor Zong. 

” Head of state Tang, I have actually captured Jiang Wan. What else can I provide for you?” 

asked Brother Long. 

Tang Zong glanced at Samuel as well as stated, “Go ask if she’s got somebody to jail 

Yvonne. She’s Bro Hannigan’s partner. If there’s even a scrape, you’ll have to experience.” 

Brother Hannigan! 

Yvonne! 

 

These 2 search phrases made Sibling Long’s legs go weak. 

Yvonne was apprehended by him. Recently in the cellar, if Flavor Zong had not cut off him, 

he would have appreciated Yvonne’s figure. 

Sibling Hannigan! 

 

What sort of god was this? Also Flavor Zong needed to address him with respect. 

If what he had done to Yvonne, he would be seriously damaged even if he really did not die! 

” Hannigan, Brother Hanngan, I understand where Yvonne is.” Brother Long felt his scalp 

tingle as if it had been electrocuted. 

” Where?” Samuel asked nervously. Samuel can stay calm in face of anything. Yvonne was 

the only one that he couldn’t remain calm. 



Older bro Lengthy ingested and claimed, “Yes, in the basement.” 

” You’ve caught Yvonne?” Flavor Zong was furious. This damned guy! 

” President Flavor, it has nothing to do with me. I don’t understand who she is. It’s Steven. 

He pertained to me as well as asked me to catch Yvonne,” Brother Long said in a panic. 

Steven! 

Listening to the name, Samuel gritted his teeth. 

” Is he lying to me?” A cold smile showed up on Samuel’s face. 

When Senior Brother Long saw Samuel’s expression, he decreased his head in fear. He really 

felt a suffocating stress from Samuel’s body. This was the mood that only a remarkable 

might have. Elder Brother Long could not aid yet ask yourself, “Who is he? Why is his 

placement more than Flavor Zong’s?”. 

” Bring the three of his family here. I want to see just how they treat their family members,” 

Samuel claimed. 

” Yes, I’ll send somebody right away,” Brother Long addressed immediately and also went to 

Steven’s house with his guys. 

The household of 3, that were still eating fit to be tied buns, was a little overloaded by the 

sudden appearance of Sibling Long. 

Senior bro Long knew that he had been harmed by Steven this moment, and this individual 

had actually stolen 10,000 yuan, No person had actually ever before dared to pluck his hair. 

” Steven, you are bold. Beat him up,” Brother Long stated. 

Several of his underlings defeat Steven strongly without claiming anything. For a lady like 

Plants, who was typically tough, she really did not risk to breath at this time. If she made a 

scene, maybe divided into goals. If she made a scene before people like Elder Brother Long, 

she would be excavating her own grave. 

” Brother Long, what’s wrong? What did I do wrong? Why did you strike me?” Steven asked 

in confusion. 



” You took 20,000 yuan and also just provided me 10,000 yuan. Exactly how risk you eat 

Sibling Long’s money?” Bro Long approached Steven and also punched his face. 

Blood spurted from the pointer of his nose. Steven covered his face and also cried out 

suffering. 

Exactly how did he know 20,000 yuan was there? Had he been sold out by that bitch Jiang 

Wan? 

How can she come right into contact with Brother Long! 

” Sibling Long, if you want money, I’ll offer it to you. Steven stooped down and asked for 

grace. 

Plants was specifically sensitive to money. She just offered Steven 10,000 yuan. Why did 

20,000 even more show up now? 

” Sibling Long, is there any misconception? I only offered him 10,000 yuan.” Vegetation was 

fretted that she had to pay him, so she really felt that she had to make it clear. 

” Ten thousand more, to make sure that’s thirty thousand?” Senior bro Lengthy sneered. 

Steven was about to sob. There was still a chance to get 10 thousand yuan, however Plants 

stated this. He could not get a dime. 

” Bastard, where did you obtain 30,000 yuan? What the hell is taking place?” Flora walked to 

Steven’s side. She really did not care just how terribly Steven was beaten. She got hold of 

Steven’s ear and asked, displaying her love for cash to her life. 

” Mother, it’s Jiang Wan. She gave me 20,000 yuan and also asked me to discover somebody 

to instruct Yvonne a lesson,” Steven claimed. 

Flora might not help putting in even more force on her hands. Steven had actually not 

pointed out the 20,000 yuan. It was obvious that he prepared to pocket. Just how could 

Flora approve this kind of thing? 

” Why don’t you take out the money?” Vegetation said. 



” It’s additionally mine. It has nothing to do with you. Finish,” claimed Senior citizen brother 

Long. 

Plants was surprised and regretted what she had actually done. She understood that she 

had actually done something silly. 

” Brother Long, ten thousand yuan suffices to instruct Yvonne a lesson. You don’t need thirty 

thousand yuan, do you?” Plants stated pitifully. 

” Thirty thousand yuan. I’ll let you witness Yvonne’s destiny. It deserves the ticket. Feature 

me.” Brother Long acted as if absolutely nothing had taken place on the surface, however he 

was exceptionally frightened. What he was doing currently was Samuel’s request. He 

understood that after Samuel took care of these people, he would certainly remain in deep 

trouble. 

 


